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Fighting, f*cking, and freaky were Lucian Bane's favorite pastimes. So joining a crazy competition

called Dom Wars to win a million dollars was a no brainer. Things get interesting when Lucian

meets Tara in line at the auditions. The sweet girl, naive to the BDSM world, has a fiery dominance

and puritan heart that unleashes more than his dominance for the win. This book set includes

Rounds 1, 2, and 3
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I was drawn to getting this box set of the first two books by the synopsis. It sounded really

interesting two people entering a Dom & Submissive BDSM competition. We meet Lucian & Tara

while they are standing in line for the interview portion of Dom Wars. Both are entering for their own

personal reasons Tara because she needs the money to take care of her grandma. Lucian because

he's not finding any fulfillment in his job or personal life. They get to talking & after the interview part

for Tara they decide to help each other. But things get a little confusing because Tara wants to be

the Dom but Lucian is the true Dom in this pair. So during the first rounds of the Dom wars they are

trying to pass the tests & feel each other out & see how far they can push each other. Surprisingly



without having ha I known each other before hand they keep managing to make it through the

competition rounds. I really liked that even though we know this book is about BDSM & that it's an

erotica book. There's so much more to this story than just sex. We really get to know these

characters as they are getting to know each other. We see the progression of a good strong,

trustworthy relationship being formed. I really liked that about this book, I've read quite a few erotica

books & there are many of them that I felt no connection with the characters. Lucian Bane did an

amazing job pulling me in and making love the characters & root for them.

Not your run of mill dominance and submission story, Dom Wars revolves around Lucian (an

experienced but reluctant Dom) and Tara (a woman just trying to keep Granny out of the old folks

home) who are paired up as contestants in Gladiator's Dom Wars Reality Show. There is a lot of

chemistry between Lucian and Tara, though they clash at every turn.Lucian Bane gives up what on

the surface seems a light hearted fun read but glimpses of the true people beneath the sex and

competition hints at deeper more complex people. Reading as Lucian and Tara take turns as Dom

and revealing more and more about themselves makes this a great read.

Lighthearted...hilarious...with just the right touch of BDSM! I laughed out loud so many times the

people at the gym around my treadmill asked me what I was reading. Now how do I explain this

series to them? LOL!!! Hard to put down! OMG...this series is a definite SAVE and reread. Would

love to meet the author!

Okay when I first got Dom Wars I was thinking it would be just about the BDSM. AND I will admit I

thought it would just be all raunchy scenes. Oh how I was wrong. Well I mean there is hot sex

scenes but there is way more in this story then just that. I loved reading this book. The author had a

way of keeping me on my toes with the characters so it didn't get to boring and had me guessing.

PLUS who doesn't love a strong, hot Dom that is sexy and actually cares. I can't wait to read more

of story. Kudos Lucian Babe on a greatly written BDSM story. I would definitely recommend this

book(s).

In a today's world where books about hot, successful, billionaires sweeping young, inexperienced

women off their feet and lavishing them with gifts and amazing sex dominate; Lucian Bane throws

his own sexiness into the mix. These characters are real, tangible, people we can all relate to. That

is one of the many reasons I love this series.Lucian Bane meets Tara Reese while waiting in line to



audition for Dom Wars. Both have different motivations, but the same goal. Win Dom Wars and win

the Million dollars. Tara is very inexperienced in the BDSM world where Lucian is a Master.

Teaming up is their best option and what a team they make! Together they provide the sexy,

sensual, hilarious experience and make us all fall in love. They are fighting to see who can be the

Dominate in their relationship. Throughout all 3 books they work to find a way to balance the need

they both have to dominate.You will not be disappointed!

I stumbled across this author and boy am i glad i did! I was sucked in and didnt want to leave until i

read the whole series(which i did in 2 days!!)The characters in this book, Lucian and Tara, were

complete opposites to me at first until you start to get deeper into the books and realize they arent

that different. I found myself wanting to jump in the book just to experience the hotness all

around!!Also i want to thank the few 1 star reviews as you were the last little shove into getting this

series as i love seeing what gets some peoples panties in a bunch.Thank you Lucian for a

wonderful series and i cannot wait for 2nd semester!!

I liked the different story line of Dom Wars...very unique with the challenge of competing in BDSM

on a reality type show. The challenges were unique and I enjoyed how the characters had to break

down one another's emotional walls to "find" each other and a little of themselves in the challenges.

Some areas felt rushed and the dialogue threw me sometimes, having to reread it to figure out who

was talking...otherwise a good but different kind of read. :)

Wow! Loved this box set and reading it knowing a man wrote it made it even better....you broke

down the meaning of BDSM in a whole different way than I have read in other books..and I also like

how you used your name as the character... Really enjoyed this...seeing Lucian break down walls

that Tara had built up over her course of life with all the BS she has had to endure in her life...if you

have not read this then you missing out!!!!
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